State 4-H Fashion Revue Contest
Please refer to highlighted areas at County and District

General Guidelines
1. All entries must be on the official data entry form posted on the Florida 4-H Website. No others will be accepted – including adaptations for use county use.
2. Photos must show the garment on the participant – not garment by itself.
3. If participating in Fashion Revue and doing a demonstration – the demonstration must be Clothing Project related (laundry care, matching plaids, stain removal, putting in a zipper, etc).
4. Forms must be completely filled out before submitting – this includes Pattern number and fabric samples where applicable. Agents need to check this over thoroughly before submitting. Points will be deducted from score if not filled out completely.
5. Those participating in the Selection Category must turn in receipts showing where they purchased their outfit (this could include resale shops, thrift stores, etc) and for how much. If no receipt is available (or the garment was not purchased but given to the participant) they must supply a statement as to where they got the outfit and the approximate value. Those in the Construction Category must turn in receipts or copies of receipts for the material and notions OR include a statement (if given the material) of what the comparable item would cost if they purchased a similar outfit.
6. Rental Garments will not be allowed, nor will sports uniforms.
7. In Active Sports Wear – the entire outfit is to be constructed – one, two or three piece garment required (shorts, pajama bottoms, lounge bottoms, etc are not considered a “one piece outfit”).
8. Description of garment needs to tell a story – include completed description of the garment when filling out Data Entry Form (add extra page if necessary) -this includes all accessories and shoes to be worn.
9. Participants are expected to detail 2-3 activities they completed within the Clothing Construction Project if competing in the Construction Category; and if enrolled in the Selection Project (ie: Field trip to store for comparison shopping, - not only price but quality of garment based on standards learned through the project - this could even be a consumer decisions project).
10. Provide on the Data Entry Form – level (and name) of Clothing Project member is enrolled in, and number of years in a clothing project.
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